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As a boy (1960s-70s) growing up in South in a  world of fundamentalist & evangelical 

Christians I not infrequently heard pulpit & TV sermons about "The End Times" 

(Eschatology). Later Hal Lindsey's books (such as "The Late, Great Planet Earth") appeared 

and with this Christian "future think" consumed millions who might not have otherwise ever even 

heard of such speculation. Lindsey's peculation proved to be largely wrong but it was still good 

fun to mull over & debate. Of course, predictions were revised as they failed to materialize as 

one would expect. 

There are, as you might expect, so many issues and problems connected with non-Jewish 

commentators & analysts trying to apply material written for Jewish audiences from a 

Jewish perspective (And even the earliest so-called Christian epistles and such on the subject 

were born in the early Jesus Movement which was Jewish in nature & outlook and led by Jesus' 

brother, Yaakov aka "James" which later non-Jewish scholars & such made a mess of 

interpreting & applying).  You'll find many books that make "course corrections" at 

http://biotheorist.wordpress.com/?s=books (Just drop down to the RELIGION/SPIRTUALITY 

section) 

With all this said, there are interesting bits of thinking, speculation & "future think" that point to 

the fulfillment of specific prophecies in the books of Daniel, Ezekiel and others (including 

portions of the early Jesus Movement spawned "book of Revelations") during the next 56 years. 

I've pieced these together and laid the more salient ones out below in the form of a simple chart 

of sorts. 

http://biotheorist.wordpress.com/about/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Late,_Great_Planet_Earth
http://biotheorist.wordpress.com/?s=books


And yes, anything done in the realm of eschatology is sure to be controversial and contested on 

everything from secular to religious-historical grounds to a blend of both. If what I've outlined 

below turns out to be very wrong so be it. To be honest, considering the horrific nature of 

various prophecies in the Tanakh and in early Christian writings I would much prefer being 

wrong than right. 

 

Yom Kippur War 1967  ⇨ Regional Middle Eastern War (Exact timing 

unknown)  ⇨ Fall 2063 (Gog-Magog War - Ezekiel 38-39) ⇨ 2070    
 

Ezekiel 35 war ⇨  http://www.prophecydepotministries.net/2012/ezekiel-35-the-arab-israeli-war-

before-ezekiel-38/ 

Gog-Magog war (Ezekiel 38-39) ⇨Fall 2063     

http://www.pray4zion.org/TheComingBloodMoons.html 

Founding of Israel 1948 ⇨  2070 
 

116 years - 58 two year terms of office for Israel PMs [1 Enoch 90:5 -as interpreted by some 

biblical commentators & analysts as referring to prime ministers (shepherds) whose specific rule 

over Israel begins after its restoration which happened in 1948] 

Click to access the Book of Enoch 

From the destruction of the 2nd Temple - 70 CE -----------> 2070 = Davidic Messiah 

reigns/messianic age    

1,000 years  

 

Do I know how to have fun or what? 
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